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ABSTRACT

Objective Descemet membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK) remains a challenging technique. We compare the precision of femtosecond laser-assisted DMEK to manual DMEK.

Methods and Analysis A manual descemetorhexis (DR) of 8 mm diameter was compared with a femtosecond laser-assisted DR of the same diameter (femto-DR) in 22 pseudophakic patients requiring DMEK. We used OCT images with a centred xy-diagram to measure the postoperative precision of the DR and the amount of endothelial denuded area. Endothelial cell loss (ECL) and best corrected visual acuity were measured 3 months after surgery.

Results In the manual group, the median error of the DR was 7% (range 3%–16%) in the x-diameter and 8% (range 2%–17%) in the y-diameter. In the femto group, the median error in the respective x and y-diameters was 1% (range 0.4%–3%) and 1% (range 0.006%–2.5%), smaller than in the manual group (p=0.001). Endothelial denuded areas were larger in the manual group (11.6 mm², range 7.6–18 mm²) than in the femto group (2.5 mm², range 1.2–5.9 mm²) (p<0.001). The ECL was 21% (range 5%–78%) in the manual DR and 17% (range 6%–38%) in the femto-DR group (p=0.351). The median visual acuity increased from 0.4 logMAR (range 0.6–4 logMAR) in both groups to 0.1 logMAR (range 0.4–0 logMAR) in the manual group and to 0.1 logMAR (range 0.3–0 logMAR) in the femto group (p=0.461). Three rebubblings were required in the manual group, whereas the femto group required only one.

Conclusion The higher precision of the femto-DR bears the potential to improve DMEK surgery.

INTRODUCTION

An important step in Descemet membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK) surgery is the incision of the host’s Descemet membrane (DM), the descemetorhexis (DR). The surgeon accesses the anterior chamber and manually cuts through host DM in a circular motion. The incision marks the area where the host’s DM will be removed and where the graft will be attached. Whereas creating a DR that precisely fits the size of the transplant is ideal, it bears the risk of creating areas with endothelial overlap. Such areas are a known risk factor for graft detachment.

The general recommendation is to create a DR that exceeds the size of the transplant.

We have previously described a novel technique for facilitating DMEK surgery that uses a femtosecond laser to perform the DR. This method has shown a similar efficacy to the standard DMEK technique with the potential of reducing flap detachments. In the current study, we compare femtosecond laser-assisted DMEK surgery with standard DMEK surgery in order to explore its potential to increase the precision of the procedure.

METHODS

Eleven pseudophakic patients with Fuchs endothelial dystrophy and no history of intraocular surgery (excluding cataract surgery) received DMEK surgery with femto-DR (femto group). We compared them with 11 patients receiving a manual DR (manual group) and followed them up for 3 months.

Significance of the study

What is already known about this subject?

► Femtosecond laser-assisted descemetorhexis (DR) is a safe method for facilitating Descemet membrane endothelial keratoplasty (DMEK) surgery.

What are the new findings?

► Femto-DR parameters have to ensure a complete incision of the Descemet membrane to avoid radial tears. The precision of the femto-DR exceeds manual DR, which could help decrease endothelial denuded areas.

How might these results change the focus of research or clinical practice?

► Femtosecond laser-assisted DR could be used by surgeons wishing to increase the precision of DMEK surgery and exploring ways of improving postoperative outcomes.
All surgical procedures were performed by the same surgeon (NT) and remained the same in both groups except for the DR. We performed the femto-DR as described earlier using the LenSx system (Alcon Laboratories, Fort Worth, Texas, USA). Proprietary energy and spot separation parameters were set to the standard settings of the manufacturer as used in cataract surgery (energy 5 mJ, tang spot separation 4 µm and layer separation 3 µm). For all patients in the femto group, the depth of the cylindrical pattern was set to 100 µm into the anterior chamber. The depth of the cylindrical pattern into the corneal stroma was allowed to vary; in six patients, the depth was set to 100 µm. In the remaining patients, the depth was reduced to 75 µm (n=3) and 60 µm (n=2). The DR diameter was set to 8.0 mm—the maximum diameter allowed by the system. In the manual group, we used a corneal maker (Storz Ophthalmics) to mark a circle of 8.0 mm in diameter on the patients’ corneas. Subsequently, we manually performed the DR along the circle using an Althaus/Cartsberg scraper with irrigation system (Geuder, Heidelberg, Germany). After either type of DR, clear corneal incision without sutures was used to access the anterior chamber. The DM was manually peeled off. Cultured grafts with a minimum central endothelial cell (EC) density of 2000 cells/mm² were provided by the Cornea Bank Berlin. As described by Melles et al, we stripped the donor DM approximately 1 hour before DMEK surgery, and cut it to a diameter of 8.0 mm using a trephine. The graft lamella was injected into the anterior chamber using a glass injector. After unfolding, the anterior chamber was filled with air which we partially removed approximately 2 hours after completion of the surgery.

The quality of the DR and graft detachments was assessed up to 3 months after surgery, and in clear corneas without signs of oedema, using the Spectralis optical coherence tomography (OCT) device with an anterior chamber attachment with a resolution of 11 µm per pixel (Spectralis OCT, Heidelberg engineering Family acquisition Module 5.3.3.0, Heidelberg engineering Viewing Module 5.3.2.0 and Heidelberg Eye explorer V.1.6.4.0 software; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). We estimated DR parameters using enface OCT images by centring two perpendicular lines on the cornea to measure the horizontal (x-diameter) and vertical (y-diameter) extension of the DR. We used the difference between the measured diameters and the preset 8.0 mm diameter to estimate the error of the DR. To estimate endothelial denuded areas and area of endothelial overlap, we used the area measurement tool of the OCT. Measurements were performed by two independent researchers and we used the mean of both measurements. EC density was measured 3 months after surgery using the specular microscope, Nidek CEM-530 (NIDEK, Japan) and it was compared with the EC density of the transplant prior to surgery in order to calculate endothelial cell loss (ECL). We used the median and range to describe our findings, and the Mann-Whitney U test for comparisons.

**RESULTS**

**DR creation**

Slit lamp and OCT examination showed a scalloped pattern for manual DR (figures 1a and 2a). In the femto group, the edges of the DR were clear-cut and parallel to the graft (figures 1b and 2b). OCT images revealed a complete cut edge in five patients with a femto-DR depth of 100 µm. In the remaining patients, OCT images showed incomplete cut edges (figure 3). In these patients, the femto-DR left DM bridges in the temporal (n=4) and...
nasal (n=2) parts of the hosts’ cornea that resulted in small radial tears when the DM was removed (figure 3). No edge lifts or stromal scars were visible on OCT images of the femto-DR.

The manual DR showed large variations in the achieved diameter with a median error in the x and y-diameters of 7% (range 3%–16%) and 8% (range 2%–17%), respectively (table 1). In the femto group, the DR closely approximated to the intended 8.0 mm diameter with a median error of 1% (range 0.4%–3%) in the x-diameter and 1% (range 0.006%–2.5%) in the y-diameter (table 1). As a result, the maximum distance between the rhexis and the edge of the transplant was smaller in the femto group (table 1) and hence denuded parts were smaller in the femto group than in the manual group (table 1). Endothelial overlap occurred only twice in the manual group with a maximum area of overlap of 15 mm². In the femto group, it occurred in all observations, but with only 5.9 mm² the largest area of overlap was considerably smaller than in the manual group (table 1).

**Postoperative slit lamp examination and visual acuity**

In all patients, surgery resulted in clear corneas 1 month after surgery. No corneal abrasions were observed either after the laser procedure or during the postoperative follow-up. All patients had normal pupil examination, with no evidence of iris damage, atrophy or transillumination defects.

The median BCVA increased from 0.4 logMAR (range 0.6–0.4 logMAR) in both groups to 0.1 logMAR (range 0.4–0 logMAR) in the manual group and to 0.1 logMAR (range 0.3–0 logMAR) in the femto group.

**Complications and adverse events**

In the femto group, six patients showed incomplete DR. No further intraoperative complications occurred in either group. In the manual group, three patients required a rebubbling due to a flap detachment larger than two clock hours; two occurred in patients with endothelial overlap. In the femto group, only one graft detachment was noted. This did not occur in an area of endothelial overlap. The ECL was slightly higher in the manual group (21%, range 5%–78%) than in the femto group (17%, range 6%–38%) (p=0.351).

**DISCUSSION**

In the absence of radial tears, femto-DR can produce a precise rhexis of stable diameter.4 Similar to femto-second laser-assisted capsulotomy in cataract surgery,6 the femto-DR exceeds the precision of the manual DR (in patients without radial tears). In addition to the precise diameter, femto-DR also produces edges that are clear-cut whereas the edges produced by manual DR are scalloped. Such clear-cut edges in combination with the less variable diameter leads to a reduction in endothelial denuded areas. As corneal ECs migrate to denuded areas,7 8 smaller denuded areas could increase central endothelial density. In contrast, endothelial overlap was more frequently observed in the femto group due to the smaller diameter of the DR. Overlapping areas, however, were relatively small compared with the overlapping areas seen in the manual group and it is possible that such small endothelial overlap does not cause graft detachment over more than one clock hour. To avoid endothelial overlap, the LenSx laser system could be modified allowing DR diameters exceeding the diameter of the transplant.3 Different models of femtosecond lasers such as the Wavelight FS200 or the IntraLase FS150 have already implemented a wider diameter for the DR in their software. The diameter of the DR could be chosen to fit the surgeon’s ability to centre the graft within the DR. This would reduce areas of overlap and could still result in less endothelial denuded area than manual DR, due to the small variation in diameter and the evenly curved edges of the femto-DR.

All femtosecond lasers use a patient interface that docks to the patient’s cornea and causes some distortion in the anterior and posterior corneal surface. In addition, the corneal thickness is not uniform at a given radius from the geometric centre of the cut. In our study, incomplete DR occurred mostly when the depth of the cylindrical cut into the corneal stroma was set below 100 µm. Using an
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**Figure 3** Enface optical coherence tomography (OCT) images of incomplete femto descemeto rhexis. Arrows show the extension of radial tears.

---

**Table 1** Descemetorhexis parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>Femto</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-diameter of rhexis (µm)</td>
<td>8600 (8257–9343)</td>
<td>8082 (7924–8302)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-diameter of rhexis (µm)</td>
<td>8700 (8159–9424)</td>
<td>8094 (7995–8114)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum distance between rhexis and transplant (µm)</td>
<td>627 (128–1209)</td>
<td>330 (166–737)</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median area of denuded parts (mm²)</td>
<td>11.6 (7.6–18)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.2–5.9)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median area of endothelial overlap (mm²)</td>
<td>0 (0–15)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.3–5.9)</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

IntraLase laser with a cylindrical cut of 100 µm depth into the corneal stroma, Einan-Lifshitz et al did not report any radial tears when employing femto-DR. This suggests that a depth of below 100 µm may not compensate for the distortion of the posterior corneal surface and the variation in corneal thickness. While a small margin reduces the impact on the posterior corneal stroma, this can result in an incomplete DR which in turn compromises the precision of the DR. Ideally, the cylindrical depth should allow a complete incision of the DM but also minimise the incision depth into the corneal stroma.

This exploratory study does not intend to prove superiority of the femto-DR. The limited sample size restricts the generalisation of our findings. This is particularly true for rebubbling rates and visual acuity, as these could be strongly affected by the variation in cylindrical pattern that was employed in this study. The same is true for ECL, which is known to be influenced by many confounders that were not considered in this study. In addition, we did not measure the actual size of the transplant but assumed that trephination would lead to a graft with 8.0 mm in diameter. Variation in transplant diameter could have biased our measurements. Also, measuring areas on a two-dimensional enface OCT image meant that we are not taking the curved nature of the cornea into account. This could have led to an underestimation of our measurements. Nevertheless, measurement bias would have occurred in both groups, therefore affecting the absolute values of our measurements, but not the tendency seen in the comparison.

In conclusion, femto-DR settings have to ensure a complete incision of the DM. When radial tears are avoided, femto-DR might reduce endothelial denuded areas and could improve DMEK surgery.
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